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Ratting Remains
The wealthy family of the late mage Zilitai is visited at night by his restless spirit. When the abbot of St. 

Lucians Church refuses the relatives to visit the mage’s final resting place in the catacombs, 
 the family calls on adventurers for help.  

St. Lucian’s Church
A dungeon for 3rd level characters

Zilitai’s family are concerned about the disturbing apparition. Hoping to 
bring the spirit to rest, the relatives turned to the abbot of St. Lucian’s 
Church, where Zilitai rests in the catacombs. The abbot, however, 
turned down their request to descend the catacombs, instead suggested: 
“Not the meddle with the affairs of the dead”. The desperate family 
task the adventurers to go and investigate, offering 1.000 gp if they can 
bring peace to the dead.

- Curse of the Rats -
The abbot is not himself anymore since the church has been infiltrated 
by rat cultists, one of which inflicted the abbot with lycanthropy. Now 
a wererat himself, the abbot leads the cultists, who are allowing their 
sacred rats to feast on the bodies of the deceased. While the adventurers 
are exploring the church, use the following table to create random 
encounters:

1d6 random encounter

1 swarm of rats

2 rat

3 giant rat

4 cultist

5 wererat

6 zombie

During daytime visits, the abbot will not be present, instead a 
nervous servant boy will come to greet the adventurers. He ushers the 
adventurers towards the exist, asking them to make an appointment to 
visit the dead at another time. If the adventurers press on, they can find 
a villager, bound and gagged behind the altar. When freed the poor soul 
screams “Rats! Cursed rats everywhere!”.

If the adventurers randomly encounter a zombie while exploring, it 
is unarmed and won’t try to attack, unless provoked. The shambling 
zombie will try to hug one of the adventurers. With a successful DC 13 
Wisdom (Perception) check, a character can see that there are small 
bite-marks in the zombie’s skin. With a successful DC 17 Charisma 
(Insight) check a character can tell the zombie is frightened and tries to 
escape the church.

- Infested Remains- 
Whenever the party passes the remains of a fallen priest (marked on the 
map), roll 1d8 to determine whether there is a swarm of rats hiding 
in their clothes. If you roll a 1 or 2, there is a swarm of rats, that will 
crawl out to attack the adventurers.

1. The Church Chapel 
In the chapel are four lawful neutral human priests, busy embalming 
bodies. With a successful DC 14 Wisdom (Perception) check, a character 
can see that one priest, Father Ignus, empties the contents of a small 
flask onto the bodies. It’s a homebrew concoction, Ignus hopes will 

keep the rats from gnawing at the bodies. If the adventurers come 
into the room, the other three priests will ask them to leave. If the 
adventurers refuse to leave, Father Ignus will keep working with the 
bodies while the other three priests attack the adventurers.

2. Secret Revolving Door & Stairs 
At the back of the chapel, a wooden door leads to the underground 
Sanctum. Part of the stone wall is a cleverly hidden revolving door, 
leading to secret area 6, where a random treasure of choice sits in an 
old wooden chest. When the adventurers follow the stairs underground, 
they arrive a large set of double stone doors that is slightly ajar. Snarls 
and growls can be heard in the room beyond.

4. The Sanctum
The abbot-turned-wererat sits upon an overturned casket, accompanied 
by a rat cultist and three thugs. The abbot still looks partially human, 
his opulent body covered in fur and blisters shows through ripped tunic. 
When he notices the adventurers, he squeals in a high pitch and bares 
his long, yellowed teeth. The gang attacks the adventurers on sight.

5. Zombie Mage Zilitai
Inside the storage room, twelve zombies and a zombie mage (Zilitai) 
lurk. Zilitai has the statistics of a mage, except that he is classed 
as undead instead. He is immune to poison damage and poisoned 
condition. Zilitai has Darkvision up to 60 feet and has the zombie’s 
Undead Fortitude ability. These zombies were animated by Zilitai 
acting on orders of the were-abbot. If the adventurers clear the 
catacombs of the undead, Zilitai speaks his gratitude, then vanishes in a 
flash of light. Before he returns to rest, Ziliticai points the adventurers 
to a coffin in room 4, where ten pieces of jade (each worth 100GP) lie 
buried with his remains.
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